A. Violations concerning licensing

- Driving without license
- Driving with delinquent, invalid, suspended, ineffectual, revoked or improper license
- Failure to show or surrender driver's license for cause upon demand by person with authority to confiscate
- Driving while under the influence of liquor or prohibited drug
- Allowing an unlicensed/improperly licensed to drive motor vehicle
- Possession and use of fake driver's license
- Allowing another person to use his driver's license
- Use and involvement of motor vehicle by the driver in commission of a crime
- Student driver operating a motor vehicle without being accompanied by a licensed driver
- Unlicensed conductor of a motor vehicle for hire

B. Violations concerning registration

- Operating a motor vehicle which is unregistered/improperly registered/delinquent or with invalid registration
- Operating a motor vehicle with unregistered substitute or replacement engine, engine block or chassis, change color, change body or configuration
- Failure to carry in the motor vehicle the Certificate of Registration (CR) and Official Receipt (OR), original photocopies

C. Violations concerning number plates and stickers

- Motor vehicle plates not firmly attached and visible
  - Dirty or uncared for plates
  - Inconspicuously displayed plates in front and rear
  - No current registration sticker
- License plates different from body number on Public Utility Vehicle
- Improper display of motor vehicle plates by owner to accommodate a better display of commemorative/other plates
- Display of expired commemorative/other plates
- Tampered/marked plates/stickers
- Illegal transfer and use of motor vehicle plates/tags or stickers from one motor vehicle to another except security plates on authorized vehicle
D. Violations relative to equipment parts, accessories, devices and marking of motor vehicle

- Operating motor vehicle with metallic tires in any public highway
  - Defective brakes
  - Improper/defective horn or signaling device
  - Unnecessary lights visible in front of vehicle
  - Without/defective headlights/taillights
  - Without red rear, lights at both/each side visible at least 100 meters from vehicle
  - Without plate light
  - Without opening brake lights
  - Without/defective wiper on the windshield
  - Without cut/disconnected muffler
- Dirty/unsightly dilapidated motor vehicle
- Failure to paint or improper painting of authorized route of plates
- Non-painting of business or trade name
- Use of authorized improvised plates. Use of improvised plates to make motor vehicle appear as for hire
- For motor vehicles operated for hire:
  - Dirty/unsanitary defective unit
  - Without/defective hand brakes
  - Without/defective speedometer or tachometer
  - Defective or broken windshield wiper
  - Without rear view mirror
  - Without interior light
- Name of business name and address not inscribed on both sides of motor vehicle used for public service
- No spare tire
- Use of unauthorized bell, siren or exhaust whistled on emergency
- No red flag or red lights on projecting end of load extending more than a meter beyond the bed or body
- Failure to paint appropriate body number on a motor vehicle for hire on both sides
- Failure to carry Early Warning Device (EWD). Failure to install EWD four meters away to the front and rear of stalled/disabled motor vehicle
- No capacity marking
- Installation of jalousies, curtains, dim colored lights, strobe lights, dancing lights or similar lights/tinted colored or painted windshield or window glass. Sun visor or front windshield is allowed
- No permanent tailgate or failure to put “NOT FOR HIRE” sign in a private jeepney/jitney

E. Violations concerning weights and load limits

- Load extending beyond projected width without permit
- Overloading
  - Operating motor vehicle with wheel, axle or axle group loads in excess of the limits in Sec. 9 R.A. 4136 or any regulation without permit
  - Operating motor vehicle with total weight of cargo carrying device on passenger truck including cargo exceeds 100 kilos
  - Allowing more passengers and/or more freight or cargo in vehicle beyond the registered carrying capacity
- Baggage or freight carried on top of truck exceeds 20 kilos per square meter and distribution of such endangers in the passenger or stability of the truck